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Abstract 

In the highly populated urban areas, there is the obstruction to the daylight by high rise 
buildings which minimize the light level in the deeper and inside the lower floors. The usage 
of natural energy in commercial and non-commercial building leads in minimizes lighting, 
heating and the cooling loads. A novel approach is to introduce the advanced daylighting 
systems and strategies. It effectively reduces building’s electricity consumption and improves 
the quality of light indoors. Multiple functions served by daylighting systems using various 
strategies, e.g. redirecting/deflecting the direct sunlight which helps in illuminating deep dark 
spaces and the usage of controlled shading devices results in heat control. The objective of 
the innovative daylighting systems (IDS) is to deliver the desired levels of illuminance in 
deep-plan and high rise buildings where conventional fenestration fails to illuminates the 
target areas. This study reviews the various existing systems and analytical approach used to 
design IDS. An overview on the various daylighting systems with division into the main 
principle, sketches and brief descriptions of elements helps up to an extent to choose the 
appropriate daylighting system for the specific weather conditions and Location. 
Keywords:Innovative daylighting systems (IDS), Total Internal Reflection (TIR), Laser Cut 
Panel (LCP), Mirror Light Pipe (MLP). 

 

1. Introduction 
In a world becoming increasingly concerned with global warming has led the usage of the 
renewable energy systems. Daylight is a renewable resource of the energy that has a gigantic 
potential. On a bright sunny day, immense amount of the natural light keeps on bumping into 
the walls of buildings being unutilized: 100,000 - 140,000 lumen on 1m2 area. Efforts should 
be made to bring it to internal of our buildings to illuminates dark spaces. To illuminate the 
deep dark spaces in the building where the reach of the sunlight is almost impossible, 
daylighting systems play an important role. Electric lighting is the major region of the 
expenditure of electrical energy in the commercial buildings in deep interior spaces. Due to 
poor penetration, the non-uniform distributions, directional nature of light and glare, 
fenestrations alone can’t provide the sufficient daylighting of the deeper spaces. IDS are 
appropriate devices to deliver the daylight from external environment to the internal deep 
plan rooms. Daylight improving systems can use various approaches which are based on the 
phenomena of light propagation i.e. specular reflection, the TIR (Total internal reflection)[1, 
2],the prismatic light guide [3]and the holographic panels (optical diffraction)[4]. In 2001 
Kischkoweit-Lopin[5]represents an overview of the daylighting technologies in which 
various categories which are based on the basic operating principle sand type of light (i.e. 
direct or diffuse) were design for utilization. Although the author tries to classify the different 
types of daylighting systems but the analysis on the compatibility with the climate was not 
done. This paper presents a detailed review on the daylighting devices which are based on 
various classification, viz: The light guiding system, Light shading devices and light transport 
system and Tubular daylighting systems as well as integrated and hybrid systems where 
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major emphasis is given to the characteristics such as the range of applicability, the nature of 
the light output, the climate suitability, the efficiency, and their relatives pros and cons. 

2. Shading system: 
Shading systems are primarily used to block the direct sun and admit diffuse light. The utility 
of conventional shading devices to prevent superheat or shine effects also diminish the utility 
of sunlight for optical work indoors. To enhance the use of sunlight in these circumstances, 
shading systems are improved which are able of reorient the diffuse skylight into inner by 
diffusing or redirecting sunlight. Shading system are used along with diffuse and the direct 
sunlight system.  
 2.1.Shading system using diffuse skylight:These are the panels which restricts the direct 
sunlight but allow diffuse skylight (Figure1) 
2.1.1. Prismatic panels:It comprises of two simultaneous prismatic panels with series of the 
plastic prisms. The exterior flat facade of each panel has metal specular surface and the other 
movable part with a non-specular surface (Figure2). 

 
Figure1:Classification of Daylighting System 

The Opposite face of the panels is strictly design to provide the desired daylight cut-off[6]. 

 
Figure2: A prismaticpanel[6] 
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2.1.2.Opening with AnidolicZenithal:This is used in temperature climates attached in 
skylight. It prevents glare and decrease the use of the artificial light during sun hours [7]. 

 
Figure 3: AnidolicZenithalOpening [7] 

2.1.3. Sun protecting mirror elements:This is used in temperature climates attached in 
skylight and glazed roofs [5].  

 
Figure 4: Sun protecting mirrors [5] 

2.2. Shading system using Direct Skylight:These are the shading systems that redirect the 
light on ceiling and above eye height level. 

2.2.1. Louvers:This is a typical daylighting system which prevent shining, shadowing and 
daylighting. These comprises of various multiple vertical and horizontal slats (Figure 5). The 
exterior blinds are mainly made of stainless steel, painted aluminium or PVC, anodize, which 
is highly resistant and low costing. The slats can be curved or smooth. According to size of 
the blind, size of slats can differ [8, 9]. 

 
Figure 5: a)Shading systems that use direct sunlight: Window shade with Louvers [8,9],  

b) Louvers: Automatically controlled exterior shading device made of glass[10]. 
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2.2.2. Skylight with Laser Cut Panels (LCP):The LCP is the thin acrylic panel which is 
transparent, on which the parallel cuts are drawn by the use of laser cutting machine (Figure 
6). In LCP, at an angle an array of cuts which is perpendicular to its surface are made. There 
is periphery around the array of cut. The cuts are done by melting and ablation. The 
phenomenon of TIR (total internal reflection) is used in this system[11]. 

 
 Figure6: Ray pattern of Skylight with laser cut panels[5]. 

2.2.3. Glazing with reflecting Profile (Okasolar): The Okasolar unit is a good example of 
fixed, between the glass shading devices, made with very high level reflective of steel light 
gauge. A between the glass shading device may be installed in air cavity from the one 
among the two ways: Now in the first of the case between the two planes of glass in the 
double insulating glass unit (DGU) (Figure 7) and Between the two facade of the layers in 
the double-skin facade [12]. 

 
Figure 7:Okasolarsystem [12] 

2.2.4.Venetian Blinding:This is the Interior shading devices which are installed in building 
interior (Figure 8). The Interior shading which can capture the sun energy which is used in 
winter for the space heating. The maintenance of interior devices is less expensive and easier 
than for the exterior devices. The efficient solar protection in the summer is very hard to 
attain with interior device, since the sunlight entering in the internal space and that overheat 
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space between the blinds and internal of glass layer. The slats are made by the perforated 
aluminium [13]. 

 
Figure 8: Venetian Blinds: Interior shading devices manually controlled[13]. 

3.Light Guiding System: It redirects both form of light i.e. diffuse and direct toward the 
interior of the deeper spaces by the phenomenon of the reflection, refraction up to the 
distance of 9 to 10 meters.Light guiding system are categorized into two categories i.e. Direct 
and the diffuse light system[14]. 
3.1. Diffuse light guiding system: The overcast sky having high intensity of brightness in 
zenithal area. The light guiding elements which redirect light from these areas into the 
interior area of space which allows better utilization of the daylight[15]. The other reason for 
using these elements are the high external obstructions. These obstructions don’t allow direct 
light in the deeper floors. So diffuse lighting guide is the alternative which solve this 
problem.Scartezzini and Courret[16]has discussed in his paper the three anidolic systems: an 
anidolic ceiling, an integrated anidolic ceiling and the anidolic solar blinds (Figure 9). Based 
on the non-imaging optics which has been more widely adopted for solar thermal 
concentration.Wittkopf[17] and Wittkopf et al.[18]  have recommended that this framework 
is preferable where the high concentration is more important than the clear images.  

 
Figure 9:a)AnAnidolic ceilingb)The integrated anidolic system 

c)Theanidolic solar blinds[18] 
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3.1.1. Anidolic Ceiling:This comprises a collector on the exterior side of facade, there is a 
rectangular mirror light duct and at ends of the duct there is a distributer in Figure 9(a). High 
reflective aluminium used for the making of ceiling panel which act as parabolic 
reflectors. Scartezzini and Courret[16] assembled this system into a particular facade and the 
ceiling which having an Inner surface reflectance 90% to minimize the absorption losses. 
Courret et al. [19]tested anidolic ceiling that utilise a large duct 500mm of height and using 
reflector with aluminium foil. So it is concluding that (i) without solar precautions at the 
collector, the light patches projected on to alongside walls and (ii) from zenithal sky it is 
possible to collect much light with the system tilted towards the sky. 

 
3.1.2. Integrated anidolic systemIt has some similar characteristics to the anidolic ceiling 
but includes micro-louvres for the shading as shown in Figure 9(b). The Angular spread of 
light beam is in the range of - 37˚and +10˚. Hence glare problems can easily reduce. The 
smaller size of the external collector (<300 mm) and the absence of light duct make the 
construction processing of the room with less headroom[18]. 
 
3.1.3. Anidolic solar blinds:This system, which proposed by Scartezzini and Courret[16] 
uses a 3D non- imaging technique for asymmetrical CPC to achieve greater angular and 
directional control of sunlight. A combination of two 3D CPC is included in each hollow 
elements, viz, For the entry of sunlight for different seasonal selection of the sunrays one is 
directed outward and for redirecting the sunlight in the room’s rear, second is placed in 
opposite direction Figure 9(c). Various Salient features are (i) cost effective (ii) The low 
altitude evening sun’s rays are excluded, (iii) under diffuse light low efficiency, (iv) heat 
transfer and (v) For the outside view it causes obstruction. 

 
3.1.4. Anidoliczenithal light guide:The collector contains three plane mirror surfaces. The 
tilt angles of these surfaces redirects the solar rays at an acceptance angle of 80˚, into funnel 
and it is parallel to axis of it so as to reduce the numbers of reflection. It has feature of 
collection of the diffuse light from the wide range area of the sky without allowing the direct 
light. Molteni et al [20] also proposed this system that provides the daylighting in carparks, 
subway and the basements. 
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Figure 10:Plain mirrors redirect light in the anidoliczenithal light guide[20] 

 
3.1.5. Anidolic daylighting system:This has anidoliczenithal collectors which are integrated 
into the facade. Both the form of light i.e. Direct and diffuse from the sun and the sky reaches 
the anidolic element via zenithal collector and then is reflected on the ceiling. Linhart and 
Scartezzini[21] studied the anidolic daylighting systems on some rooms which are south 
facing and concluded that this system uses a power density of below than 5 W/m2.  

 
3.2 Direct light guiding systems:Through reflection of the sunlight is redirected into the 
deeper interior with these systems. Overheating and glare is minimized by the selective 
transmittance and by the redirection of light onto ceiling. So with this cooling load getting 
decreased and these systems make the building energy efficient. In various tropical and the 
subtropical region where mainly clear sky is predominant along with lighting so in those 
areas shading is required to restrict excess heat and sunlight. The direct sunlight consists 
large luminous energy than the diffuse light, so small aperture is required to obtain the same 
illumination level in these areas[22]. Direct light also produces some discomfort to the users 
but with some of modern daylighting system these types of issues can easily be resolved.  
3.2.1. Light shelf:This is passive daylighting system which is least complex and most 
financially, the light shelve are inclined or plane horizontal elements that are placed above a 
window, either inside or by remotely, to control and redistribute approaching light through 
reflection[11]. The high angle of the solar radiation is prevented by external overhang thus 
also act as a shading device. It is investigating that towards rear of the rooms these systems 
increase the daylight levels, enhance daylight consistency and diminish glare and uneasiness 
for occupants[23]. Claros and Soler[24, 25] looked at white, matte, methacrylate, mirror and 
aluminium for light shelves as reflective materials and revealed that the light shelf 
of methacrylate (as it has little reflectance for specular segment and huge diffuse reflectance) 
is much efficient daylight device at the time of higher solar elevation in comparison to the 
mirror light shelf. Steemers[26] concluded that the inward light shelves enhance the light 
distribution while the illuminances close the window is reducing. Aghemoet al. 
[27]determine that under clear cloud conditions, interior light shelves purvey the maximum 
Norma illuminance as compare with to exterior light shelves, while the consistency of 
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skylight distribution as well as skylight sharpness to the rear part of space was higher for 
exterior light shelves. Soler and Oteiza[28, 29] from scale model contemplation of light retire 
with reflectance of around 91% and an upright shade angle 50 degree, observed that 
light shelves can be custom as both a shading design and the daylighting device.Though 
passive and simple, the geometry of the light shelf is not desire to deviate sky 
conditions. Moreover, the light input relies on window breadth which places the constraint on 
design. In compare with passive or static light shelve, Raphael[30]propose a pliable light 
shelfs with active control where the exterior part could be rotate and the internal part changed 
in breadth, and describe that it furnish 12% savings. Ochoa and Capeluto[31]describe that the 
causativeness of the systems reduced after 6 to 7 m from window, careless of 
orientation. Edmonds and Greenup [14]have terse out that the work over period is diminish 
due to its scope to aggregate dirt. 

 
Figure 11: Light Self[59] 

3.2.2. Light guiding shade (LGS): In this type of framework there are two form of 
reflectors, in the top part comprises of an external shade that is with the diffusing glass 
interstice at outer edge of it[32]. 

 
Figure 12:Light guiding shade[32] 

3.2.3. Microlight guiding shade: This is a fixed type of shade panels which comprising of 
various micro-reflecting elements that act as 2D light collimators. Edmonds and Greenup[14] 
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have designed a unique system in which every component has a disseminative input interstice 
and two specially shaped reflectors (based on the edge principle of non-imaging optical 
theory) so as to deviate light into inner parts within a certain angular range. A little Portion of 
the episode daylight is entered by the diffusing info interstice (involved translucent glass or 
plastic) having a high transmittance (in the vicinity of half and 80%). It was accounted for 
that the glare could be kept away from because of the heading of light and by its diffused 
nature. Despite the fact that there is simplicity of establishment, the reliance on rakish range 
licenses it to perform well just finished a specific timeframe[32]. 

 
Figure 13: Element of Microlight guiding shade[32] 

3.2.4. Beam daylighting system: This framework is designed with two kinds of Venetian 
blinds viz, a silvered shaft dazzle mounted behind the upper window and an 
incompletely intelligent sun based control daze situated behind the lower window which 
gives diffuse daylighting when there was no immediate sun on a specific building 
height[33]. Also, the support edge can be acclimated to change sun based edges to give ideal 
brightening at a steady profundity in the room. At a brilliant adequacy of 100 lm/W, this 
framework is accounted for to be more effective than fluorescent lighting and furthermore fit 
of directing illuminate to 10 m internal from the outside façade[11] 
3.2.5. Prismatic panel system: This comprises of two kaleidoscopic boards each with a 
progression of glass or plastic prisms. The level outside face of each settled board has a 
metalized specular surface while the versatile part has a non-specular surface[6]. 
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Figure 14: A prismatic panel system [6] 

 
3.2.6. Prismatic glazing and film system:Prismatic coating can control coordinate daylight 
and warmth pick up while decreasing glare. Likewise, these frameworks can expand 
illuminances at the backside of the rooms at specific times of the year, while causing a 
decrease under shady conditions[34]. In the kaleidoscopic film the crystals are scratched onto 
a thin film and covered to glass. Analysts have presumed that:(i) particular transmittance has 
the advantage of diverting undesirable direct sun powered radiation, while permitting diffuse 
sunlight[25] and (ii) consistency in lighting condition was accomplished and it performed 
well under cloudy conditions[35].  
3.2.7. Light channelling panel:These are formed by two layers of acrylic plastic sheet in 
which arrays of angled cuts by the means of laser which act as reflecting surfaces. These 
sheets are covered into a solitary board containing channels and joined with the blinds to 
divert light. This encourages high height daylight occurrence on the info face to reflect 
through the channels to the yield confront and thus on to the roof at the back of a room [36]. 
4. Light transport systems: The Light guiding systems are not able to brighten the deeper 
spaces of the buildings. So to overcome the issue the light transport systems is very effective. 
Light transport systems mainly have three components, i.e. collection, transportation and 
distribution [37]. The light transport systems are mainly depending upon the direct light[38]. 
So the research has done on (i) under the high turbidity sky conditions [39, 40] and (ii) on 
those devices that collect and transport the light either director diffuses[41]. Some commonly 
used routing devices are lens systems, fibre optics and prismatic or mirrored light pipes 
(MLPs). 
4.1. Collector: The Light collector are the devices which collects the sunlight from the 
atmosphere and illuminates or brighten the space very effectively. The collector is generally 
made of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). 
4.1.1. Passive collection systems:These systems are static in a certain orientation during the 
installation to increase the light collection. They can be group into those that light redirect 
(LCP) and concentrate (Anidolic concentrators and FFSC). 
4.1.1.1.Laser cut panel: LCP works on the principle of TIR (total internal reflection). The 
following figure shows the parallel laser cuts in clear acrylic panel, in which deflection of 
light in each element by refraction and reflection. It functions well both in clear and high 
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turbidity sky conditions at the input interstice to direct daylight into a collimated beam. When 
external surfaces are vertical the panel does not acquire dust. It was observed that laser cut 
panel deflectors incorporated into a collector dome enhances performance of the system 
during early morning and late evening. It has been found that due to the absence of rounded 
surfaces scattering of light is low and the panel has to be oriented towards East or West to 
maximize light collection. Further, it provides an outside view through the window[42]. 

 
Figure 15: Ray pattern in laser cut panels[43] 

4.1.1.2. Anidolic concentrators: An anidolic concentrator or compound parabolic 
concentrator (CPC) is designed with high reflective material and the concentration is 
attained by its parabolic geometry through the principle of the non-imaging optics. When the 
diffuse light falling on the entry of device is then collected and concentrated on an exit 
aperture which is in smaller interstice where the receiver is placed[21, 44].  

 
Figure 16: A parabolic concentrator system[21] 

4.1.1.3. Fluorescent fibre solar concentrator (FFSC):This contains the solar concentrator 
optical fibre with a PMMA plate and three-colour fluorescent fibres pieces [45].The solar 
radiation which is being incident on plate is absorbed by the dye molecules and again emit 
the fluorescent radiation that in turn is then transferred to the edges of the plate by TIR. 
Design and implemented by Wang et.al.[46], this device can be placed on the roof and 
through clear fibre the concentrated light is transported inside the room. Its luminous efficacy 
and efficiency are reported to be less [41].  
4.1.2. Active collection systems:The passive system can capture only a certain angle of 
sunlight hence it requires a large area of collector and transport component should also be 
huge. The active collection systems comprise of a tracking framework which orient the 
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collector continuously towards the sun[47]. Similarly, to the active systems these can be 
categorized into as following. 

 
Figure17:Classification of Active Collection System[30] 

4.1.2.1. Heliostat: It is a mechanical system which is controlled by the computer and allows 
the mirror to track the sun’s motion. Rosemann and Kaase[48] investigates that heliostats 
mainly comprising of Fresnel lens or the plane mirror which can redirect/reflect the sunlight 
into light transport devices which further illuminating the deep places with help of clear 
optical fiber.  
4.1.2.2. Mirror sun lighting systems: This system for the most part utilizes two to three 
reflective mirrors relying upon its scale. The principal intelligent, roundabout mirror tracks 
the sun and reflects to a moment reflect planned as a flat or concave surface that can turn 
every direction. Sun movement, climate turbidity, reflects surface reflectance and light 
misfortune because of dirt are factors known to impact the system performance. Kim and 
Kim [48] tried this kind of framework comprising of a dynamic sun following sensor, glass 
substrate and a mirror to focus reflected light and revealed that it has lower efficiency. 
4.1.2.3. Natulite system: Kim and Kim [38,48] studied the Natulite framework which 
performs with the assistance of a photometric detecting controller for sun following 
/tracking and a reflector and detailed that this framework or system had the quality of wiping 
out UV beams and giving obvious and infrared beams. 
4.1.2.4.Honeycomb system: The tracking framework comprises of an image shaping 
parabolic mirror that gathers light into a little aperture of light transport guide. Axis of optical 
is intended for height or azimuth tracking, combined elevation/azimuth tracking or polar 
axis/azimuth tracking [48]. 
4.1.2.5. Fresnel lens: This thin transparent material having concentric prismatic round 
grooves is essentially a chain of prisms. Customarily consumed as a part of the sun powered 
concentration and accumulation of heat energy, this focal point is used for daylighting[49]. 
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Figure18: Light concentration achieved with a Fresnel lens[50] 

Tsangrassoulis et.al.[51] built up and design a model cross breed lighting framework/ hybrid 
system where sunlight is transported from the heliostat with the assistance of concentrating 
Fresnel focal point to a luminaire in a room through fluid optical fiber. It has observed 
[49]that (i) The Fresnel focal point with its low volume and weight, littler focal length and 
minimal effort is appropriate for optical purposes contrasted with conventional convex or 
concave, (ii) light concentration gets warm focus too which has to possibly be dealt with, (iii) 
because of its limited acceptance angle the focal points require a tracking system to arranged 
with the sun[52]. 

5. TUBULAR DAYLIGHT DEVICE: The Tubular daylight devices are the affordable, 
high-performance lighting devices that convey the daylight into internal spaces of the where 
the conventional or traditional windows simply can’t reach as shown in Figure 20, this is one 
of daylighting devices[53]. Tubular light pipes have three components: 

 
Figure19: Tubular daylight device[53, 54] 

5.1. Collector: Light collector mainly collects the daylight from all the directions and then 
delivers the light effectively throughout the daytime even at less sun angle. The collector is 
generally made of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA). 
5.2. Transmitting tube (Mirrored light pipes): Transmitting tubes are hollow structures 
having reflective lining on internal surface. For the deeper plan building with greater depths, 
illumination can only have achieved by light transport system [55]. 
5.3.Diffusor:The daylight in lightpipes is properly controlled and then distributed into the 
indoor spaces by the light diffusor. P.D.Swift et al.[50]shows the effective use of the diffuser 
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at the inlet aperture of the mirror light pipe overcomes the problem of glare without a 
substantial reduction in the transmission efficiency. 

6. Hybrid and integrated systems: 
6.1. Hybrid solar system developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory: The previously 
mentioned the daylighting systems that can be joined with electric sources to give continuous 
lighting whenever there is low accessibility of daylight either amid high cloudy conditions or 
in early mornings and late nights. A hybrid system makes utilization of optical fibre as a 
transport medium, however adds high-proficiency electric light to keeps up light levels. It 
conveys the daylight and the electric light all the while into the centre of a building where 
they are joined and appropriated through luminaires[56]. Compared with light pipes hybrid 
system can light further inside a room. An investigation done on hybrid frameworks 
announced that the couplers requiring both the lights to converge into one optic link brought 
about lost general framework effectiveness of around 40% for each coupling. Besides, the 
extra electric light makes a sentiment electric lighting instead of daylighting. Thus, the 
diurnal and occasional variety felt in daylighting is absent in this framework which is 
required in a decent daylighting framework[57].  

 
Figure20: The daylight is collected when the tracking mechanism move towards the sun, and 

a series of the mirrors focus on the beam onto the receiver [56, 58]. 
Conversely with the hybrid system, the integrated system utilizes isolate sunlight (both 
skylight and daylight) and electric lighting framework with adjoining output devices and a 
connected keen electric lighting control system. The two light sources lessen the general 
electric light output. The intelligent lighting framework consolidates a control framework 
which looks for most extreme advantage from any source of the light and a building 
administration framework. The luminaires are introduced with coordinated system controls, 
inhabitancy sensors and sunlight dimming. Variety in source and output light shading/colour 
is the constraint of the integrated system [59]. 
6.2. Universal fiber optics: Universal fiber optics was a scheme think by European 
Commission Energy Program [60]. It comprises of heliostat which gather the daylight and 1 
m width of the Fresnel lens that consolidate the collected towards the 10 m extended and 20 
mm diameter fluid-core optical fibers. These set of optical fibers delivers skylight to the 
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indoor room in the construction via luminaires. Two metal halide lamps (150 W each) are 
mounted near to the heliostat and skylight from them is give forth to the luminaries by 
foldable optical fibers. An exemplar of this system was in state in Athens which had a 
production of 3060 lumens. The system had an overall effectiveness of around 3.4% as the 
huge number of optical staging[61]. 
6.3. Solar canopy illumination system (SCIS): This hybrid system is improved by 
University of British Columbia, Canada [62]. It comprises of 70 plane 16 cm broad squares 
mirrors which are surrounded interior a tempest proof clear enclosure understood as Adaptive 
Butterfly Array (ABA). ABA is restraint by a microprocessor which actuate all the mirrors 
with solarize motion throughout the Time. Sunlight from the plane mirrors is addressed 
towards two parabolic mirror at unchanging angle. These mirror combine the light and again 
reorient it to another parabolic mirror which redirect the re- collimated skylight into the 
skylight regulator. The light guide gives forth the daylight light into internal room. Electric 
lights are placed side the skylight guide to split the sunlight as demand. Two exemplar of this 
system were in stateat institute of University of British Columbia[63]. It was narrating that 
the instate system were fitted to give forth a usual illuminance of 500 lux for floor region 
15m2. 
6.4. Optical fiber based solar lighting system (Parans System): The SP3 lighting system is 
third production solar lighting system improved by Swedish society Parans. The first system 
was SP1 evident in 2004 succeed by SP2. SP3 has the skill to trace sunshine every 
conjuncture of the Time. This system can be mounted on roof or facades of the construction. 
It comprises of recipient and the optical fiber cabling. The recipient comprises of a matrix of 
the Fresnel lenses trace the sunshine over the whole Time to collects its skylight. This solar 
skylight is centered by lenses into the optical fiber through a strainer which removal the 
ultraviolet and infrared ability of the solar skylight. The skylight is then direct through these 
set of optical fibers by different practice designed luminaries to the interiors of the 
construction[64]. Hybrid luminaires bind daylight with LED so as to supply a consistent 
clearness during wavering in intenseness of the daylight. Further, these LEDs also supply 
lighting during night. 
6.5. Sunportal system: Sunportalsystem [65] has design and developed by a lighting system 
which can provide more than 60000 lumens of daylight. For the distance up to 200 m it 
provides light with the help of series of lenses. For cloudy weather conditions it has the 
provision of LED lighting. 
7. System’s commercially available in the Market:A number of the innovative solar 
lighting system which are available in the market. Most of the important one has been 
discussed as below.  
7.1. Himawari solar lighting system:This system was improved by Japanese association and 
it [63, 66] comprise of three principal components - a collector (for trace sun and gather 
daylight), cable of optical fiber (for transmitting daylight to the inward of construction) and 
skylight fit at the end. The Himawaricollector is of two versions, one possession 12 lenses 
and the other possession 36 lenses. Light after departing from optical fibers insert into the 
inward of room using different custom made skylight fittings[67]. 
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Figure21:  Shows the collector of Himawari solar lighting system [67]. 

 
7.2. American Sundoiler daylight harvester: It has skylight of 0.6 m roof penetration. It 
develops a concentrated parallel beam of daylight with up to 100000 lumens of the sunlight 
which further can used for the deep core, large open space for the daylighting 
applications[68]. 
7.3. Suncentral system: It is lighting system improved by a Canadian association which can 
trace daylight at the roof of the construction and transmitting it down to every floor in the 
building. It comprises of sun beamer which trace the sunshine and transmits a collimated ray 
of skylight along any side of the construction. This daylight ray is blockade by sunshade 
(instate on every floor of the construction) and addressed towards a sun spandrel which 
passage the sunshine skylight into sun luminaire and entranced to the internal room of the 
commercial building. This system can shorten electricity waste by 75% of day hours. 
Although these systems have noble price and their pay-back duration is extended but they can 
reduce/less the energy waste greatly[69, 70].  
7.4. Solar tube day lighting system: It seizure daylight on the top of floor and transmit it 
through the highly reflective pipe into inward space of the room [71]. Fig. 4 shows the 
diagram sight of the solartube lighting system. It is presently available as 160 DS which has 6 
m extent, 250 mm pipe diameter, and 6 m of pipe length. 290 DS has a dimension of 350 
mm, and extent of 9 m. 
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Fig. 22: The Solar tube lighting system [71].
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7.5. Ciralight Sun Tracker:It comprises of three plates of aluminium which are highly 
reflective and their movement and motion is controlled by solar power GPS motor. This 
motor keeps the mirror in proper alignment along the sun as source throughout the day[72]. 

 
Figure 23: Ciralight sun tracker [72]. 

8. LATEST TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS: M. Ulla [73] design the notion of 
solar tower for daylighting in several business constructions. Since formal Time lighting 
system have obstruction in brightness of domestic space of huge building.Their design shape 
comprises of huge count of heliostat ordered in round curve around mirror light pipe 
(MLP). A focus mirror is assembled on the MLP and daylight form the heliostats are 
addressed to the focusing mirror which re- directs into the MLP.  

 
Figure 24: Proposed model day lighting system [73]. 

 
Daylight guiding system has optimal illumination performance when sunlight drop 
perpendicularly on the daylight collector but it has moderate production when the sunlight 
drops indirectly on the collector. 
Chang et al. [74] propose heliostats which can straight daylight perpendicularly on the Time 
lighting system. They intend a 3 x 3 mirror heliostat in compare to an individual mirror in 
conventional heliostat. They reported a 3.32 times increase in system effectiveness. Figure 26 
tells the matrix heliostat. 
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Figure 25: Matrix heliostat [74]. 

 
Leutz et al. [75] synthesised on improving efficiency and less cost of the daylighting system 
by designing developing parabolic trough sun lighting with the thermal system. In their 
design they involved the splitting up of the sunlight spectrum into the visible and infrared 
region by using a cold mirror. The visible light is then passed through the second stage of the 
Fresnel lens that concentrates it again and through the optical fibres it finally reaches the 
internal space of the portion and building to be illuminated. The infrared region of light is 
used for heat generation. For optimal illumination of around 500 m2 space of office space, 8 
m2 of the PTC is required. 

 
Figure26: Lighting system comprises of (1) Parabolic trough solar collector, (2) Cold 

mirror,(3) Fresnel lens and  (4) thermal system [75]. 
9. CONCLUSION  

From the broad classifications of the daylighting systems made based on the physical 
phenomena of light propagation, it is observed that each system has its own advantages and 
disadvantages regarding aspects of cost, durability, aesthetics, efficiency, light output, 
transportation, effective throw and complexity. The positive attributes of a good daylighting 
enhancement system are passiveness, ease of installation, visual acceptance, solar shading 
against direct radiation and well controlled output distribution. Daylighting enhancement 
systems need to be designed considering factors like need, type of building and most 
importantly the climatic conditions (latitude). All light guiding/transmission systems require 
constant care through periodic maintenance for sustain the design efficiency. Typically, 20% 
to 30% of illuminance is diffuse even under relatively clear weather 
conditions[50]. Daylighting systems with limited acceptance angle will collect little of this 
component of radiation. The solar lighting systems analysis in this review paper can 
effectively assist in reduction of the overall consumption of energy of building. For example, 
the annual energy conservation for lighting using the Parans, Sun central lighting system and 
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sunportal system is estimated around 55%, 60% and 75% respectively [63-65, 69]. The Cost 
and expenditure of all these daylighting system is major concern for their universal 
acceptability and therefore, with creative approaches for the development cost can be 
reduced. Architectural modification is required for the implementation of these daylighting 
devices which is very inconvenient for the users. Maintenance like cleaning of lenses of this 
lighting system at regular duration for attains satisfactory system efficiency. 
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